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Philadelphia Youth Orchestra, Studio Incamminati 
team up for showcase of artistic endeavors 

 

 
 
“Art” comes in many forms. While most of us concentrate on the type that hangs on walls and halls, 
there’s also the kind seen in dance recitals, heard through music or read from a literature prospective. 
 
What’s most impressive is when one or more of these creative skills comes together for the enjoyment 
or education of others. 
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It’s what’s been happening each spring when the Philadelphia Youth Orchestra (PYO) has mixed its 
music with Studio Incamminati’s vivid paintings and sculptures to create an evening of the “senses.” 
 
Held at the venerable Union League, guests had the opportunity to peer at a plethora of artistic objects 
to possibly take home before heading to a sit-down dinner and a following concert by PYO’s acclaimed 
young musicians. 
 
Led by the youth orchestra’s president, Louis Scaglione, participants have a variety of options to choose 
from when it comes to learning more about music and the maestro’s acumen at imparting his wisdom to 
the youths. 
 
What’s most impressive about this orchestra is not only has it wowed audiences in this area, but its 
performances around the world have met with unbridled success. From appearances in Australia after 
the USA’s bicentennial to a trek inside China and an historic tour of all parts of Germany, PYO kept 
expanding its talents as well as its outreach to include Middle Eastern countries and Russia. Talk about 
what a “goodwill” gesture this has been not only for the USA but for allies and possible skeptics as well. 
 
What PYO also imparts is an appreciation of and backing for music teachers from the Delaware Valley. 
Each year, the orchestra takes note of an instructor who’s made or is making a difference in the lyrical 
education, training and understanding of what it takes to become a dedicated member of any musical 
grouping. 
 
Among PYO’s many attributes is its Tune Up Philly opportunities for children with limited access to music 
training. Another program concentrates on those with abilities for string instruments or an affinity for 
those made of brass. PYO’s talent is in searching out and supporting those who are serious about 
continuing to make music for the enjoyment of self and others. 
 
The 78th PYO Festival will take place at the Kimmel Center on Sunday, June 10. Come and hear the 
music made by the up and coming stars of tomorrow. 
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